New Liberty Science Center Exhibit Based on Disney Junior’s Hit Series “The Lion Guard” Opens February 16

JERSEY CITY, N.J., January 23, 2019 – Liberty Science Center will open the first-ever museum exhibit based on Disney Junior’s hit series, “The Lion Guard” which continues the epic storytelling of “The Lion King” and follows the adventures of Kion, the second-born cub of Simba and Nala, and his diverse group of friends as they unite to protect the Pride Lands.

Spotlighting important learning areas such as social and self-development, problem solving, creative thinking, and arts and culture, this one-of-a-kind exhibit will bring “The Lion Guard” story to life for young children and their families through hands-on activities and imaginative play.

Children will train in the Lion Guard’s secret lair, explore the power of teamwork by utilizing each of the Lion Guard’s unique traits to go on special missions, and discover the African savanna and the animals that live there.

The exhibit invites guests to:

• Team up with the members of the Lion Guard to explore the savanna and learn about Swahili culture;
• Help Bunga return stolen eggs to their nest while climbing and bouncing through baobab trees;
• Join Beshte and build a bridge across the flooded river to save baby animals from a landslide;
• Survey the skies with Ono, spotting dangers from afar and guiding Mtoto safely home;
• Earn your Mark of the Guard on a mission with the Lion Guard, joining Kion to stop Janja and his hyenas;
• And so much more!

*The Lion Guard: The Exhibit* will be at Liberty Science Center from February 16 through September 8, 2019. Tickets cost $23.75 for adults and $19.75 for children. Please visit lsc.org for more information.

**About Liberty Science Center**
Liberty Science Center (LSC.org) is a 300,000-square-foot not-for-profit learning center located in Liberty State Park on the Jersey City bank of the Hudson near the Statue of Liberty. Dedicated to inspiring the next generation of scientists and engineers and bringing the power, promise, and pure fun of science and technology to learners of all ages, Liberty Science Center houses the largest planetarium in the Western Hemisphere, 12 museum exhibition halls, a live animal collection with 110 species, giant aquariums, a 3D theater, live simulcast surgeries, a tornado-force wind simulator, K-12 classrooms and labs, and teacher-development programs. More than 250,000 students visit the Science Center each year, and tens of thousands more participate in the Center’s off-site and online programs. Welcoming more than 750,000 visitors annually, LSC is the largest interactive science center in the NYC-NJ metropolitan area.